
ENGLISH LANGUAGE A Level Component 1

All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1 1316 29.7 9.1 60 49.4 100
2 470 28.8 9.6 60 48.1 35.7
3 309 30.5 9.5 60 50.8 23.5
4 536 29.5 10.1 60 49.2 40.7
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Candidate A



Sticky Note

Clear overview



Sticky Note

Effective focus on attitudes



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

inaccurate term



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

clear discussion



Sticky Note

Good awareness of tone







Sticky Note

Well-expressed (AO1)



Sticky Note

Good on tone



Sticky Note

Not precisely identified terms - the wrong way round?



Sticky Note

Well put (AO1)



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Again, thoughtful discussion of tone



Sticky Note

Clear on relationships



Sticky Note

not quite a non-fluency feature







Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Again, thoughtful discussion on tone



Sticky Note

Misreading of audience



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Secure understanding



Sticky Note

Link well made (AO4)



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

inaccurate term



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

contracted?



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology (better as a determiner but allowed)







Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

a little imprecise



Sticky Note

Not entirely convincing but is attempting to engage with the meaning



Sticky Note

Clear link (AO4)



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Intelligent link



Sticky Note

Well put (AO1)



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology







Sticky Note

Again, not entirely secure but engaging with meaning



Sticky Note

Really engaged and capably expressed response with some thoughtful analysis of attitudes and relationships (not entirely convincing on Hannity and Trump).  Secure use of terminology (the odd slip) throughout.  Some intelligent comparison at the end.  AO1: 15AO2: 15AO4: 15TOTAL: 45
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SECTION B: LANGUAGE ISSUES 


AO1 AO2 AO3 
20 marks 20 marks 20 marks 


  
Overview 
 
Each question focuses on a specific kind of language use (e.g. the language of medicine, 
child language, standard and non-standard language) and responses should analyse and 
evaluate the ways in which contextual factors affect linguistic choices in each case. 
Examining the data given or selecting relevant points from the extracts will provide a starting 
point for most responses, but there should also be evidence of wider reading (e.g. 
references to theorists), awareness of the social implications of language use (e.g. attitudes 
to non-standard forms), and linguistic knowledge (e.g. appropriately used terminology). 
Responses should be logically organised with clear topic sentences and a developing 
argument. 
 
 
Characteristics of a successful response to Question 2 / 3 / 4 may include: 
 


• clear understanding of concepts and resulting issues 
• well-informed analysis  
• critical engagement with key concepts and issues 
• well-chosen, concise textual references to support the points made   
• clear appreciation that contextual factors shape the content, language and 


grammatical structures  
• intelligent conclusions drawn e.g. discussing findings in the light of the question 
• purposeful discussion of relevant issues  
• well-developed knowledge  
• tightly focused, meaningful analysis of the set topic and other sources, making 


effective use of the examples and possibly bringing in a wide range of sources. 
 


 
Characteristics of a less successful response to Question 2 / 3 / 4 may include: 
 


• losing sight of what is being asked by the question  
• description of some relevant linguistic concepts and issues, but not directly 


related to the question  
• reference to some relevant linguistic concepts (e.g. genre, audience, purpose) 


and issues (e.g. individual opinions, relationships, gender), but with few links to 
the question/data  


• inconsistent use of appropriate textual references, or overly long quotations    
• evidence of some linguistic knowledge although it is not always accurate 
• some overview of appropriate but general contextual factors such as audience 


and/or purpose 
• lack of engagement with detail, instead providing a rather superficial view of the 


data 
• a limited number of points developed through the response 
• a reliance on describing or summarising content. 
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The following notes address features of interest which may be explored, but it is 
important to reward all valid discussion.  
 
Either, Language and Situation: variation and audience 
 
2.  Read the following extract from Sociolinguistics by Peter Stockwell. 
 
 
A senior doctor is discussing a patient’s condition with a senior nurse, the patient herself 
and a junior doctor 
 
Senior doctor talking to senior nurse out of the patient’s hearing: 
We’ll stop Mrs P’s A (drug’s pharmaceutical name) – it’s done bugger all to help her and 
just made her more vulnerable to infection. 
 
Senior doctor moving to the patient’s bedside and addressing her: 
Well it is TB – as long as you take the tablets to fight the infection there will be no problem 
– we are going to stop your breathing tablets as it’s just not helping. 
 
Senior doctor moving away from the bedside and talking to the junior doctor: 
Unfortunately her emphysema masked the underlying tuberculosis – I’ve actually seen at 
PM widespread miliary infection that was not picked up on by either CT scan or PA view on 
x-ray. 


Section C, ‘Exploration’ (Routledge, 2002) 
 


 
Using this extract as a starting point, analyse and evaluate the ways in which 
speakers vary their use of language depending on audience.  [60] 
 
As the extract focuses on variations in discourse within a hospital, an analysis of how the 
doctor changes her/his language depending on whom s/he is addressing is likely to be the 
starting point. Candidates should also comment on a range of other speech situations in 
which the language is used differently according to the audience. Specific examples should 
be given with the focus on spoken word and not written text. 
 
Responses may explore some of the following points: 


• the use of language in the classroom, both by the teacher and the student/pupil, 
contrasting their discourse and possibly referencing Sinclair and Coulthard’s IRF 
model 


• variation in the candidate’s own idiolect, noting specific examples of talking to friends 
as opposed to family members, for instance 


• the discourse of domestic situations, noting how the presence of particular people 
(e.g. a grandparent at Christmas) alters the use of language 


• variation in the language of the media, depending on the context (e.g. comparing the 
discourse of Radio 1 with that of Radio 4) 


• the language of other professional situations such as legal discourse in a courtroom 
as opposed to discussions between lawyers in the office 


• accounts of accommodation theory and examples of convergence and divergence 
(possibly referencing Howard Giles’ research) 


• reference to research on gender with specific focus on how men and women might 
vary their language depending on the situation (e.g. Tannen’s ideas of Rapport and 
Report Talk) 


• use of more formal registers in certain situations such as job interviews in contrast to 
the language used by employer and employee in a normal work situation. 


 
This is not a checklist. Look for and reward other valid interpretations/approaches. 
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Or, Child Language Acquisition: up to 24 months 
 
3. Read the following extract from Matthew Saxton’s Child Language. 
 
 
[We should] try to get a sense of the magnitude of the task facing the newborn child. The 
first thing to note is that the child is battling on several fronts at once. Language has 
different components, or levels, each of which must be tackled: phonology, vocabulary, 
morphology and syntax. Or we might reduce our list to just two factors: meaning and sound. 
The study of child language acquisition could be reduced to working out how meaning and 
sound are connected.  
 


Chapter 1, ‘Prelude: Landmarks in the Landscape of Child Language’  
(Sage, 2010) 


 
 
Using this extract as a starting point, analyse and evaluate the ways in which children 
acquire language up to the age of 24 months.  [60] 
 
As the extract discusses the nature of the challenge facing the newborn child, it is likely that 
some sense of the range of this challenge will be the starting point for the discussion. 
Candidates will move onto a discussion of the process by which language is acquired in the 
first 24 months, possibly focusing on the four elements mentioned (phonology, vocabulary, 
morphology and syntax).  
 
Responses may explore some of the following points: 


• research about the influence on language recognition in the womb (Mehler’s work) 
• some account of the pre-speech stages (cooing, babbling) and their significance for 


the child’s ability to acquire language 
• the holophrastic stage and the development of vocabulary (possibly referencing 


Nelson or Fenson’s research), including over-extension and under-extension 
• the two-word stage and the initial development of grammatical/syntactical awareness 


with specific examples of different grammatical forms used such as the formation of 
questions or negation 


• specific focus on phonological development, including phonemic expansion and 
features such as deletion, substitution, reduplication and metathesis  


• the initial part of Brown’s research on the order in which inflectional forms are 
acquired, providing some morphological analysis 


• the role of Child Directed Speech and interaction with caregivers in the acquisition of 
language in the first two years  


• reference to Aitchison’s three-part process (labelling, packaging, networking) or 
Halliday or Dore’s work 


• some account of the theories of acquisition (although should be tied directly to the 
first two years). 
 


This is not a checklist. Look for and reward other valid interpretations/approaches. 
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Or, Standard and Non-Standard English: status of standard/non-standard forms 
 
4. Read the following extract from Language, Society and Power: An Introduction 


by Linda Thomas and Shan Wareing. 
 
 
Of the many dialects of English, the dialect known as Standard English has a special status. 
Standard English is the dialect of institutions such as government and the law; it is the 
dialect of literacy and education; it is the dialect taught as ‘English’ to foreign learners; and it 
is the dialect of the higher social classes. [It] achieved prominence historically, not on 
linguistic grounds, but on grounds of power and influence.  
 


Chapter 10, ‘The Standard English Debate’ (Psychology Press, 1999) 
 
 
Using this extract as a starting point, analyse and evaluate the ways in which some 
people see standard forms of language as having a higher status than non-standard 
forms.  [60] 
 
As the extract specifically identifies Standard English as a dialect, some definition of the 
nature of a prestige form is likely to be the starting point. Candidates will move onto a 
discussion of the range of attitudes towards standard forms and its relationship with social 
power, exploring specific examples to support their argument. 
 
Responses may explore some of the following points: 
 


• some brief historical context on the emergence of standard forms and the process of 
standardisation 


• the distinction between prescriptivist and descriptivist approaches (possibly 
referencing writers such as Crystal and Johns who argue for different sides) 


• the frequent difference between attitudes to lexical variation (e.g. Scottish use of the 
adjective “wee”) and the more heavily stigmatized grammatical variation (e.g. 
regularising of verbs such as “they was”) 


• specific examples of particular regional dialects as opposed to standard forms and 
the debate about their relative status 


• some consideration of particular contexts (with examples) where standard forms are 
especially valued (the idea of its “gatekeeping” function) 


• the significance of language change in explaining dialectal variation with Standard 
English sometimes regularising forms (“you” as a second person pronoun for both 
singular and plural as opposed to “thou”, “thee” and "ye") and sometimes rejecting 
regularisation (such as some dialects' standardising of irregular verbs – e.g. “I seen”) 


• recent developments in dialects in Britain, including some discussion of dialect 
levelling 


• the significance of ethnicity in accent and dialect studies with an account of the 
influence of AAVE on the spoken discourse of many young people. 


 
This is not a checklist. Look for and reward other valid interpretations/approaches. 
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Assessment Grid: Component 1 Section B Questions 2-4  
 


BAND 
AO1 


Apply appropriate methods of language 
analysis, using associated terminology and 


coherent written expression 
 


20 marks 


AO2 
Demonstrate critical understanding of 


concepts and issues relevant to 
language us 


 
20 marks 


AO3 
Analyse and evaluate how contextual factors 
and language features are associated with the 


construction of meaning 
 


20 marks 
5 17-20 marks 


• Sophisticated methods of analysis 
• Confident use of a wide range of 


terminology 
• Perceptive discussion of topic 
• Coherent, academic style 


17-20 marks 
• Detailed critical understanding of 


concepts  
• Perceptive discussion of issues  
• Confident and concise selection of 


supporting examples 


17-20 marks 
• Confident analysis and evaluation of a 


range of contextual factors 
• Productive discussion of the construction of 


meaning 
• Perceptive evaluation of effectiveness of 


communication 
4 13-16 marks 


• Effective methods of analysis 
• Secure use of a range of terminology 
• Thorough discussion of topic 
• Expression generally accurate and clear 


13-16 marks 
• Secure understanding of concepts  
• Some intelligent discussion of 


issues  
• Consistent selection of apt 


supporting examples 


13-16 marks 
• Effective analysis and evaluation of 


contextual factors 
• Some insightful discussion of the 


construction of meaning 
• Purposeful evaluation of effectiveness of 


communication 
3 9-12 marks 


• Sensible methods of analysis 
• Generally sound use of terminology 
• Competent discussion of topic 
• Mostly accurate expression with some 


lapses 


9-12 marks 
• Sound understanding of concepts  
• Sensible discussion of issues  
• Generally appropriate selection of 


supporting examples 


9-12 marks 
• Sensible analysis and evaluation of 


contextual factors 
• Generally clear discussion of the 


construction of meaning 
• Relevant evaluation of effectiveness of 


communication 
2 5-8 marks 


• Basic methods of analysis 
• Using some terminology with some 


accuracy 
• Uneven discussion of topic 
• Straightforward expression, with 


technical inaccuracy  


5-8 marks 
• Some understanding of concepts  
• Basic discussion of issues  
• Some points supported by 


examples 


5-8 marks 
• Some valid analysis of contextual factors 
• Undeveloped discussion of the construction 


of meaning 
• Inconsistent evaluation of effectiveness of 


communication 


1 1-4 marks 
• Limited methods of analysis 
• Some grasp of basic terminology 
• Undeveloped discussion of topic 
• Errors in expression and lapses in clarity 


1-4 marks 
• A few simple points made about 


concepts  
• Limited discussion of issues  
• Few examples cited 


1-4 marks 
• Some basic awareness of context 
• Little sense of how meaning is constructed 
• Limited evaluation of effectiveness of 


communication 
0 0 marks: Response not credit worthy 
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Candidate C



Sticky Note

Inaccurate term



Sticky Note

Lacks some precision with terminology







Sticky Note

Not such a convincing point here



Sticky Note

Awkward expression (AO1)



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Some sense of contextual variation but discussion is a little broad



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Straightforward point but relevant to the argument







Sticky Note

Awkward expression



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Reasonable idea but essentially repeating the same point



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Sound topic sentence



Sticky Note

Relevant use of theory (AO2)



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Some sense of context but really quite a basic point







Sticky Note

Again, clear if basic point



Sticky Note

Poor link - not such a clear sense of a developing argument



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Relevant theory mentioned (AO2)



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Loss of focus on question here



Sticky Note

Straightforward approach for much of the essay with relevant but often rather basic analysis.  Some broad knowledge of theory but examples lack detail.  Final paragraph is more precise analytically but poorly linked to the question.  AO1: 7AO2: 8AO3: 7TOTAL: 22
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Candidate D



Sticky Note

Confident opening



Sticky Note

Confident expression (A01)



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

eg?



Sticky Note

Well put with clear sense of tone



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Inaccurate term



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Clear on speakers' attitudes







Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Slightly awkward expression but good understanding



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Inaccurate terminology



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Thoughtful and detailed close reading of the exchange



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Effective use of theory (AO2)



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Again, relevant and thoughtful use of theory (AO2)







Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note



Sticky Note

Very well argued



Sticky Note

Possibly slightly partial truth?



Sticky Note

broad but thoughtful overview



Sticky Note

Good contrast (AO4)



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Clear on the relationship



Sticky Note

Good contrast



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology - accurate use of Grice







Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Excellent close reading



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Again, intelligent close reading



Sticky Note

slip with terminology - slightly less precise here



Sticky Note

Not entirely convincing but does explore attitudes







Sticky Note

Clear contrast (AO4)



Sticky Note

Really sustained attempt to explore attitudes with intelligent engagement with relationships between speakers.  Consistent use of terminology (just the odd slip) with theory (eg Grice) used very confidently.  Expression is mostly very assured.  Slight misreading of Text B but intelligently argued.AO1: 17AO2: 17AO4: 17Total: 51
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COMPONENT 1: LANGUAGE CONCEPTS AND ISSUES 
 


SECTION A: ANALYSIS OF SPOKEN LANGUAGE 
 


AO1 AO2 AO4 
20 marks 20 marks 20 marks 


 
General Notes 
 
In making judgements, look carefully at the separate sheet with the marking grid, and at the 
Overview and Notes which follow. We may expect candidates to select some of the 
suggested approaches, but it is equally possible that they will select entirely different 
approaches. Look for and reward valid, well-supported ideas which demonstrate 
independent thinking.  
 
Section A: Interviews with Politicians 
 
In your response, you must:  
 


• draw on your knowledge of the different language levels 
• consider concepts and issues relevant to the study of spoken language 
• explore connections between the transcripts. 


 
1. Analyse the spoken language of these texts as examples of interviews with 


politicians. [60] 
 
Overview  
 
Both texts have a similar question-and-answer format but the difference in the relationships 
between the speakers is very marked. While Eddie Mair’s approach as an interviewer is 
overtly hostile and adversarial, Sean Hannity is entirely supportive of Trump and does not 
challenge his ideas in any way. As a consequence, the overlaps and latch-ons by Mair 
clearly indicate competition to hold the floor and his unwillingness to allow Johnson to speak 
at length. In contrast, the turn-taking in the second interview is co-operative and the one 
overlap indicates Hannity’s desire to emphasise how effective Trump’s policies will be. 
Where Mair uses face-threatening acts, culminating in the noun phrase a nasty bit of work to 
describe Johnson, Hannity and Trump both praise each other with their mutual face work, 
most obviously in their discussion about ratings at the end.  
 
The differing contexts for the interviews are interesting. Most candidates may be able to note 
the contrasting approaches of the two interviews with Mair’s desire to subject Johnson to 
sustained scrutiny. In addition, the role of the live audience of supporters in the Trump 
interview is significant, with both speakers using them to bolster support for the policies 
discussed. There is also a contrast in the focus of the interviews. Where Mair returns to 
issues of integrity and honesty in Johnson’s past, Hannity allows Trump to focus on the 
future success of his healthcare policies.  
 
The register of the speakers is slightly different with Johnson’s distinctive idiolect apparent in 
his combination of many non-fluency features with high register lexis such as the verb 
ascribed and the adjective lamentable. Trump’s discourse is much more straightforward with 
colloquial lexis such as the present participle rocking, although he too demonstrates a range 
of non-fluency features. Mair appears to diverge from Johnson’s language by being less 
formal at points such as in the clause I don’t blame you. 
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Characteristics of a successful response to Question 1 may include: 
 


• clear understanding of spoken language concepts and resulting issues 
• insightful discussion of points of contrast that explore the language use 
• well-chosen, concise textual references to support the points made   
• productive explorations of the issues stemming from pertinent spoken language 


concepts 
• intelligent conclusions drawn on similarities / differences 
• intelligent interpretation of texts through close reading engaging with how 


meaning is constructed to drive on the argument 
• assured evaluation  
• a range of terminology, which is used consistently and purposefully 
• tightly focused, meaningful analysis in light of the question set. 


 
 
Characteristics of a less successful response to Question 1 may include: 
 


• focus on irrelevant general features of spoken language  
• losing sight of what is being asked by the question e.g. lack of focus on close 


analysis of the transcripts 
• the arguments put forward may be implicit and difficult to follow 
• some overview of appropriate points of similarity/difference 
• description of some relevant spoken language concepts, but not directly related 


to the question and/or texts  
• inconsistent use of appropriate textual references (about half the points made 


are supported), or overly long quotations    
• some linguistic knowledge demonstrated, but not always accurate 
• lack of engagement with the texts resulting in a rather superficial discussion 
• a limited number of points developed through the response 
• a largely descriptive approach, with a summary of content rather than analysis  
• some points addressing basic links across the extracts. 
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Notes 
 
The following notes address features of interest which may be explored, but it is 
important to reward all valid discussion. 
 
Text A: Eddie Mair and Boris Johnson 
 
Proper nouns: used as vocatives formally by Mair (Boris Johnson, rejecting the more 
popularly used Boris) and in a more familiar fashion by Johnson (Eddie), possibly seeking to 
re-establish a closer relationship after the face threatening act  
 
Verbs: elevated lexis used by Johnson to assert his authority (ascribed, propose, dispute) 
and to minimise the seriousness of his past behaviour (sandpapered) in contrast to Mair (lie 
in you did lie to him) 
 
Phrasal verbs: central to Mair’s direct accusations (made up/make up – used four times in 
the form of a verb and once as a compound adjective) 
 
Modal auxiliary verbs: Johnson’s use of could and would which slightly mitigate the force of 
his denial of the charges 
 
Adjectives: used by Johnson to make his actions seem simply a social slip (embarrassing, 
sorry) and by Mair to underline Johnson’s moral failings as a person (nasty) 
 
Adverbs: used by Johnson to underplay his faults (adverb of manner: mildly), to suggest the 
repetitive nature of the questions (adverb of frequency: again) and to mitigate his denials in 
order to appear more reasonable (adverb of degree: wholly in the adjective phrase wholly 
fair); used by Mair to challenge Johnson’s account (factually)  
 
Pronouns: Johnson’s use of indefinite pronouns something and somebody to distance 
himself from the details of the incident 
 
Determiners: contrasting use of possessive determiners with Johnson’s our (viewers) 
suggesting a joint responsibility for the programme while Mair’s use of your (party leader) 
being clearly accusatory  
 
Interjection: OK used by both speakers to suggest some level of co-operation 
 
Noun phrases: used by Mair to challenge directly (the made-up quote, a barefaced lie) and 
to identify the moral focus of the questions (your integrity) and by Johnson to be less specific 
and downplay the accusations (the whole thing, long and lamentable story, that matter) 
 
Prepositional phrases: Johnson’s use of with great respect to keep the discourse more 
formal  
 
Parallel phrasing: Mair’s use of the three present participles (making up… lying ... 
wanting...) to emphasise the extent of Johnson’s alleged dishonesty 
 
Tag question: challenging tag question in Mair’s face threatening act (you’re a nasty piece 
of work aren’t you?) possibly surprisingly aggressive in the context 
 
Topic management: attempts by Johnson to challenge Mair’s role as topic manager in lines 
5 and 29 
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Non-fluency features: frequent use of them by Johnson: fillers (er), unintentional repetition 
(these were these were these were), adverb well used many times at the start of turns to 
slow the pace down; less marked in Mair’s speech reflecting pre-planned nature of his 
questions with incomplete utterance on line 28 followed by the discourse marker well 
suggesting his desire to be confrontational  
 
Prosodic features: stress on verb sacked by Mair to emphasise the embarrassing outcome 
for Johnson, while Johnson in turn stresses the demonstrative pronoun tha:::t to minimise its 
importance; accelerated speed of Johnson’s turn on line 24 suggesting his anxiety to move 
away from the issue 
 
 
Text B: Sean Hannity and Donald Trump 
 
Nouns and noun phrases: Trump’s use of noun phrases to aggrandise his policies (the 
largest tax cut for people in our history on line 15) with the use of the plural concrete noun 
people here (and on line 8) to underline its popular appeal; other uses of the noun people 
where more specific terms could have been used (e.g. economists in line 7 or politicians on 
line 19) again makes the discussion less technical; Hannity’s reference to the plural concrete 
noun truckers to stress Trump’s appeal to working class America  
 
Verbs: informal use of present participles by Trump (beating, rocking) to make himself 
sound more ordinary (in contrast to Johnson) 
 
Modal verbs and verb phrases: varied use of modal verbs: will in verb phrases to indicate 
confidence in the effectiveness of the policies (Trump: will cover on line 6 and will be on line 
13; Hannity: will benefit on line 9, mirrored by Trump on line 13); would in verb phrase would 
have done (lines 4 and 13) to indicate that the bill has been delayed by forces beyond his 
control 
 
Adjectives: Trump’s continual use of positive evaluative adjectives to emphasise the value 
of his prospective policies (great, incredible, fantastic) in contrast to Hannity’s use of the 
adjectives frustrating and disappointing to express sympathy for Trump and criticise those in 
his party who have challenged him 
 
Adverbs: Trump’s use of actually to emphasise his confidence in the bill passing; Hannity’s 
use of even to suggest his exasperation at those who did not vote with Trump 
 
Personal pronouns: Trump’s use of the inclusive collective pronoun we to suggest all will 
benefit but also his repeated use of the second person pronoun you to address the audience 
directly; his use of the first person singular I (I would have done it) in turn emphasises his 
personal responsibility for the policies in contrast to the third person plural they (I thought 
they were going to put this through) which suggests that the failure to get the policy through 
lies elsewhere 
 
Comment clauses: Trump’s use of embedded comment clauses to make his discourse 
more personal: I /dʌnəʊ/ (line 6) and I have to say this (line 16) 
 
Exclamative utterance: what a nice sound that is (line 29) used by Trump to establish his 
support for the media and to emphasise the relaxed nature of the interview, closer to a 
friendly discussion than an interrogation 
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Face work: Trump’s use of the prepositional phrase in honour of his ratings and the 
interrogative addressed directly to the audience (did you see how good his ratings are?) to 
praise Hannity; mirrored by the use of the comparative adjective higher in Hannity’s 
response they’ll be higher tonight 
 
Overlapping: two examples of overlaps which, like the two latch-ons, are clearly co-
operative, emphasising the closeness of the relationship between the two 
 
Non-fluency features: several examples of incomplete utterances from Trump (line 3: this is 
take) with occasional fillers (er on lines 3 and 34) but generally quite fluent and confident 
(possibly in contrast to Johnson); self-correction on line 17 when he replaces the adjective 
great with good, fearing that he is over-praising his political opponents  
 
Prosodic features: Trump’s use of accelerated delivery in lines 3-4 indicating his 
enthusiasm and confidence in getting the bill passed; rise in intonation on line 17 to mark his 
self-correction; emphatic stress on modal verb would, adjective fantastic and verb imagine to 
emphasise his confidence in the policies; Hannity’s stress on the adjective frustrating to 
indicate his sympathy with Trump. 
 
This is not a checklist. Reward other valid interpretations where they are based on the 
language of the text, display relevant knowledge, and use appropriate analytical 
methods. 
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Assessment Grid: Component 1 Section A Question 1  
 


 
BAND 


AO1 
Apply appropriate methods of 


language analysis, using 
associated terminology and 
coherent written expression 


 
20 marks 


AO2 
Demonstrate critical 


understanding of concepts and 
issues relevant to language use 


 
 


20 marks 


AO4 
Explore connections 


across texts, informed by 
linguistic concepts and 


methods 
 
 


20 marks 
 
 
 
5 


17-20 marks 
• Sophisticated methods of 


analysis 
• Confident use of a wide 


range of terminology 
(including spoken) 


• Perceptive discussion of 
texts 


• Coherent, academic style 


17-20 marks 
• Detailed critical 


understanding of concepts  
• Perceptive discussion of 


issues  
• Confident and concise 


selection of textual support 


17-20 marks 
• Insightful connections 


established between 
texts 


• Sophisticated 
overview  


• Effective use of 
linguistic knowledge  


 
 
 
4 


13-16 marks 
• Effective methods of analysis 
• Secure use of a range of 


terminology (including 
spoken) 


• Thorough discussion of texts 
• Expression generally 


accurate and clear 


13-16 marks 
• Secure understanding of 


concepts  
• Some intelligent discussion 


of issues  
• Consistent selection of apt 


textual support 


13-16 marks 
• Purposeful 


connections 
established between 
texts 


• Detailed overview  
• Relevant use of 


linguistic knowledge   
 
 
 
3 


9-12 marks 
• Sensible methods of analysis 
• Generally sound use of 


terminology (including 
spoken) 


• Competent discussion of 
texts 


• Mostly accurate expression 
with some lapses 


9-12 marks 
• Sound understanding of 


concepts  
• Sensible discussion of 


issues 
• Generally appropriate 


selection of textual support 


9-12 marks 
• Sensible connections 


established between 
texts 


• Competent overview  
• Generally sound use 


of linguistic 
knowledge   


 
 
 
2 


5-8 marks 
• Basic methods of analysis 
• Using some terminology with 


some accuracy (including 
spoken) 


• Uneven discussion of texts 
• Straightforward expression, 


with technical inaccuracy  


5-8 marks 
• Some understanding of 


concepts  
• Basic discussion of issues  
• Some points supported by 


textual references 


5-8 marks 
• Makes some basic 


connections between 
texts 


• Rather a broad 
overview  


• Some valid use of 
linguistic knowledge  


 
 
 
1 


1-4 marks 
• Limited methods of analysis 
• Some grasp of basic 


terminology (including 
spoken) 


• Undeveloped discussion of 
texts 


• Errors in expression and 
lapses in clarity 


1-4 marks 
• A few simple points made 


about concepts  
• Limited discussion of 


issues  
• Little use of textual support 


1-4 marks 
• Limited connections 


between texts 
• Vague overview  
• Undeveloped use of 


linguistic knowledge 
with errors  


0 0 marks: Response not credit worthy 
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Section B: Language Issues


Answer one question.


In your response to this section, you must:


  • apply appropriate methods of language analysis, using associated terminology and coherent 
expression


  •  demonstrate understanding of relevant language concepts and issues
  • consider contextual factors and language features associated with the construction of meaning
  • provide supporting examples.


Either, 


2. Read the following extract from Sociolinguistics by Peter Stockwell.


A senior doctor is discussing a patient’s condition with a senior nurse, the patient herself and a 
junior doctor.


Senior doctor talking to senior nurse out of the patient’s hearing:
We’ll stop Mrs P’s A (drug’s pharmaceutical name) – it’s done bugger all to help her and just 
made her more vulnerable to infection.


Senior doctor moving to the patient’s bedside and addressing her:
Well it is TB – as long as you take the tablets to fight the infection there will be no problem – we 
are going to stop your breathing tablets as it’s just not helping.


Senior doctor moving away from the bedside and talking to the junior doctor:
Unfortunately her emphysema masked the underlying tuberculosis – I’ve actually seen at PM 
widespread miliary infection that was not picked up on by either CT scan or PA view on x-ray.


Section C, ‘Exploration’ (Routledge, 2002)


Using this extract as a starting point, analyse and evaluate the ways in which speakers vary 
their use of language depending on audience.  [60]
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Or,


3. Read the following extract from Matthew Saxton’s Child Language.


Using this extract as a starting point, analyse and evaluate the ways in which children acquire 
language up to the age of 24 months.  [60]


Or,


4. Read the following extract from Language, Society and Power: An Introduction by Linda Thomas 
and Shan Wareing.


Using this extract as a starting point, analyse and evaluate the ways in which some people 
see standard forms of language as having a higher status than non-standard forms.  [60]


END OF PAPER


[We should] try to get a sense of the magnitude of the task facing the newborn child. The 
first thing to note is that the child is battling on several fronts at once. Language has different 
components, or levels, each of which must be tackled: phonology, vocabulary, morphology and 
syntax. Or we might reduce our list to just two factors: meaning and sound. The study of child 
language acquisition could be reduced to working out how meaning and sound are connected.  


  Chapter 1, ‘Prelude: Landmarks in the Landscape of Child Language’ (Sage, 2010)


Of the many dialects of English, the dialect known as standard English has a special status. 
Standard English is the dialect of institutions such as government and the law; it is the dialect of 
literacy and education; it is the dialect taught as ‘English’ to foreign learners; and it is the dialect 
of the higher social classes. [It] achieved prominence historically, not on linguistic grounds, but 
on grounds of power and influence.  


Chapter 10, ‘The Standard English Debate’ (Psychology Press, 1999)












Candidate E



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Lucid and precise account of Piaget (AO2)



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Good knowledge of theory (AO2)



Sticky Note

Very good link back to stimulus material



Sticky Note

Clear account of pre-speech stages







Sticky Note

Well expressed (AO1)



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

A little overstated? 



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Very good point on phonology



Sticky Note

Not especially well paragraphed (AO1)



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Very good contextualised example (AO3)



Sticky Note

Relevant theory - possibly slightly awkwardly integrated here but clearly expressed



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology







Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

eg?



Sticky Note

Relevant theory (AO2)



Sticky Note

Misidentifies the theorist 



Sticky Note

Outside the age range but releavant to phonological development in general



Sticky Note

Good knowledge



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Precise and sophisticated account of phonological developmental features







Sticky Note

Relevant theory, well explained (AO2)



Sticky Note

Lacks a conclusion



Sticky Note

Excellent knowledge and sustained answer relevant to 0-24 months.  Fluent expression.  Structure/paragraphing is slightly less effective but credit given for thoroughness and intelligence of response.AO1: 17AO2: 19AO3: 18TOTAL: 54
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Sticky Note

Clearly expressed



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Clear on attitudes



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Again, clear focus



Sticky Note

Not so well expressed (AO1)



Sticky Note

Some general sense of genre (AO2)



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

inaccurate terminology



Sticky Note

Awkward expression (A)1)



Sticky Note

Again, not very well expressed







Sticky Note

Not quite right



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Broad sense of genre (AO2)



Sticky Note

Better point here



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Awkward expression



Sticky Note

A little narrow on purpose but some sense of genre (AO2)







Sticky Note

Word omitted



Sticky Note

Broad sense of contrast



Sticky Note

Contrast drawn (AO4) but not very well expressed (AO1)



Sticky Note

Inaccurate term



Sticky Note

inaccurate term



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Inaccurate term



Sticky Note

Some sense of relationship



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Inaccurate terminology



Sticky Note

Possible interpretation



Sticky Note

Does attempt to explore attitudes and to analyse with some use of terminology (some errors and not many accurate word classes).  Expression is uneven with some awkward moments.  Some broad comparison but thin on Text B.AO1: 9AO2: 9AO4: 8TOTAL: 26
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Section A: Analysis of Spoken Language


Read the texts on pages 4 and 5 and then answer the following compulsory question. 


The two texts printed on pages 4 and 5 are examples of television interviews.


Text A is from a 2013 interview of Boris Johnson, then Conservative Mayor of London, by the 
presenter Eddie Mair on British television. Mair is asking Johnson about various accusations made 
against him in a recent documentary.


Text B is from a 2017 interview on American television in which the President Donald Trump is 
interviewed in front of an audience of his supporters by the presenter Sean Hannity. They are 
discussing Trump’s proposed changes to the funding of healthcare in America.  


   1. In your response to the question that follows, you must: 


   •  draw on your knowledge of the different language levels 
   •  consider concepts and issues relevant to the study of spoken language
   •  explore connections between the transcripts.


  Analyse the spoken language of these texts as examples of interviews with 
politicians.  [60]


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.


KEY TO TRANSCRIPTION


(.) micropause 
(2) timed pause (in seconds)
sacked emphatic stress
truck. incomplete word
tha:::t stretched or prolonged speech
{laughs} paralinguistic features
[indistinct] speech not clear
↗good rising intonation
↘tomorrow falling intonation
accel speech that is getting faster (underlined)
rall speech that is getting slower (underlined)
/jənəʊ/ phonemic transcription reflecting pronunciation
// overlapping speech
=  latch on


Question marks have been added for clarity.


N.B. Phonemic symbols are used to reflect non-standard pronunciations (see page 2).


Turn over.


A
7


0
0


U
1


0
1


0
3
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TEXT A: Eddie Mair’s interview with Boris Johnson 


 EM: Eddie Mair BJ: Boris Johnson
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5


10


15


20


25


30


35


EM:  The Times let you go after you made up a quote (.) why did you make up a quote? (1) 
BJ:   well (.) er (.) this this again /jənəʊ/ (.) these are these are these are big terms for (.) 


what happened was (.) I can tell you the whole thing [indistinct] are you sure our 
viewers wouldn’t want to hear more // about


EM:    // alright if you don’t want to talk about the made-
up quote


BJ:   it was it was a a long long and lamentable story=
EM:   =OK but you made a quote up=
BJ:    rall =well (.) what happened was (.) erm (.) I ascribed events er that were supposed to 


have taken place before er the death of Piers Gaveston1 to events that actually took 
place after the death of Piers Gaveston=


EM:   =yes you made something up (.) let me ask you about a barefaced lie 
BJ:   I mildly sandpapered something somebody had said // and yes
EM:    // let me ask you about a
  barefaced lie
BJ:  accel it was very embarrassing and I’m very sorry for it
EM:   let me ask you about a barefaced // lie when you were in Michael Howard’s2 team you
BJ:     // alright
EM:   denied to him you were having an affair (.) it turned out you were and he sacked you 


for that (.) why did you lie to your party leader?
BJ:   well again (.) I mean with great respect on tha:::t I never had any conversation with 


Michael Howard about that matter and I don’t propose=
EM:  =you did lie to him (1)
BJ:   well /jənəʊ/ I don’t propose to go into all that again=
EM:  =I don’t blame you
BJ:  no well why should I (.) I’ve been I’ve been through er that /jənəʊ/ question a lot with 


the (.) watch the documentary3 (.) why don’t we talk about something else?
EM:   the programme also includes (.) well this is about your integrity
BJ:  OK


  [Text omitted in which EM accuses BJ of encouraging an assault on a journalist]


EM:   what does that say about you Boris Johnson? aren’t you in fact making up quotes 
lying to your party leader wanting to be part of someone being physically assaulted 
(.) you’re a nasty piece of work aren’t you?


BJ:   well you know Eddie I think I think all three things I would dispute
EM:   you don’t factually dispute them?
BJ:   well I do if we had if we had a long time which we don’t I could I could explain that all 


three interpretations you’re putting on those things aren’t wholly aren’t wholly fair


1Piers Gaveston: an historical figure from the thirteenth century
2Michael Howard: the Conservative Party leader at the time
3the documentary: a recent television programme in which Johnson has discussed the
allegations 
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TEXT B: Sean Hannity’s interview with Donald Trump


SH: Sean Hannity DT: Donald Trump
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5


10


15


20


25


30


DT: we’re /ɡʌnə/ have great healthcare cross state lines (.) people can buy (.) it will cost the 
government nothing you’ll go out (.) private insurers are going to give you incredible 
healthcare (.) and I tell you what er (.) this is take (.) and I can sign it myself I don’t need


      accel anybody (.) I would have done it (.) earlier except I thought they were going to put this 
through and I’d have it (.) in the bill (.) but we’re signing ↘tomorrow (.) a healthcare 
package that will cover (.) I /dʌnəʊ/ (.) people say 30% people say 25% and some 
people say it could be 50% (.) it’s /ɡʌnə/ cover a la:::rge percentage of the people that 
we’re talking // about 


SH:   // truck. truckers1 will benefit // if they unite
DT:   // truckers truckers are perfect for this they 


unite {cheers from the crowd} they form a group {points to someone in the crowd} see=
SH: =right=
DT: =so truckers will benefit (.) they’ll form a group (.) but this will be fantastic now I would 


have done this immediately but we were hoping for the healthcare (.) so I think the 
healthcare’s /ɡʌnə/ pass (.) and I can’t imagine the largest tax cut for people in our 
history not passing but I have to say this (.) I’ve met some great great people that 
are Republicans2 and I’ve met some great people (.) frankly I’ve met some ↗good 
people not necessarily ↗great people that are Democrats3 {laughter from Hannity} and 
I actually think we’ll have Democratic support from a few people=


SH: =you do=
DT: = I do (.) I do believe we’ll have some Democrat support (.)


 [text omitted]


SH: some people (1) some of your own people didn’t even vote for you {boos from the 
audience} they vot. they wouldn’t even vote to just repeal it=


DT: =yeah I know
SH: so that’s got to be frustrating and disappointing
DT: well we thought we had it 


 [text omitted] 


DT: {sound of military music being played} what a nice sound that is (.) are they playing that 
for you or for me (.) they’re playing that {turns to the audience} in honour of his ratings 
{pointing at Hannity} (1) did you see how good his ratings4 are {crowd cheer} (1) he’s 
beating everybody


SH: I think they’ll be higher tonight (.) I’m just guessing er
DT: so the fact is er we really we’re really rocking


1truckers: lorry drivers – here used as representatives of ordinary working class Americans
2Republicans: the political party of which Trump is a member
3Democrats: the opposition party
4ratings: the number of households watching a television programme


Turn over.
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Sticky Note

Clear reading of stimulus material



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Inaccurate term



Sticky Note

Quite clearly expressed



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Argument might be a little clearer here



Sticky Note

Slightly abrupt link



Sticky Note

Relevant writers/linguists (AO2)



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Clearly articulated (AO1)







Sticky Note

Clear sense of engaging personally with issues



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Sensible contextualised examples (AO3) with clear expression (AO1)



Sticky Note

Again, argument could be more clearly foregrounded by the topic sentence



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Slightly awkward expression but a reasonable point



Sticky Note

Again, limited attempt to link the argument



Sticky Note

tick for correct terminology



Sticky Note

Inaccurate term, 







Sticky Note

A littel broad but relevant personal example



Sticky Note

Well put (AO1)



Sticky Note

Not so well expressed here (AO1) but idea is a reasonable one



Sticky Note

Mostly well expressed with a clear structure and a relevant argument, although links between paragraphs could be more focused.  A little general at points, sometimes lacking in linguistic precision but does provide relevant contextualised examples.AO1: 14AO2: 14AO3: 14TOTAL: 42











